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摘    要 








计和初步实现了一个 Gödel 语言程序设计环境 GPDE（Gödel Programming 



















































Gödel is a declarative, general-purpose , high efficiency logic programming 
language succeed to language Prolog. Gödel discards the unlogic ingredient and tries 
to solve the semantic problem in language Prolog. Based on the original Prolog 
language and the years’ research on logic programming, Gödel introduces to type 
system, modules, delay and commit control rules in language. It also provides with 
the facility of abstract data type (ADT) and meta-programming, all of these 
ingredients make the new language more expressive. 
The importance of the logic programming has been familiar to programmer years 
before. But to be a new logic programming language, Gödel needs some time and 
practices to make itself to be accepted and popular, which especially requires the 
support of the appropriate compiler and development environment of this language. In 
this paper, we design and primarily implement a programming development 
environment for Gödel (GPDE) succeed to the development of the Gödel compiler 
which designed and Implemented by others member in project team. GPDE is a visual 
programming development environment running under Windows environment. It has 
many the functions such as programming, file edit, program compiling, loading and 
linking, running and debugging, and program running. So it can provide well support 
for Gödel programming. 
According as the development principle and style of modern system software, in 
this paper, we design and give the system framework model of GPDE based on 
requirement analysis and function analysis. We discuss the work principle of the 
module and the design ideas of the main function module. Then we give the 
connection of the compiler and inference machine with GPDE, and emphasize the 
implementation method and technique of the Multi-Document-Interface (MDI) source 
code editor, project manager and the visual computation technology.  















programming of abstract data type (ADT). Gödel language itself has a rich system 
modules library, it provides with abstract data type which hardly satisfies all the 
application for users.  
The organization and implementation for the module system in GPDE will 
provide with a separate compiling implementation facility for Gödel language’s 
compiling system .The module system we have implemented provides a compile-link 
module which supports separated compiling and type-safe linking facility. In this 
paper, we give a detail design and analysis for the organization and implementation of 
the module system in GPDE, firstly, we give the function framework,secondly,We 
give the detail design and implementation for the pre-compiling processor, module 
storage and the intermediate file which generated by separated compiling. At last we 
give the implementation examples of the system module. 
On the whole, the Gödel programming environment GPDE which we design and 
implement has the basic function component of modern advanced programming 
environment. GPDE will basically help with the popular and deep study of language 
Gödel. We believed that Gödel language will be able to receive more attention and 
obtain a more widespread use with the mature of Gödel programming environment. 
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